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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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Soooo slooow game. Even with x8 speed.. I was really looking forward to a Nancy Drew game set in a school ever since Secrets
Can Kill, but this really didn't work for me.

There really is no mystery to this game, just a checklist of things to do. You end up being the gofer for different girls. You
never do any real problem solving. The most lividly frustrating part of this game was taking pictures for Rachael. You have to
make them perfect. You listen to each of these girls gossip about each other. The end of the mystery kind of appears out of
nowhere. You're doing all of these errands and then you remember you have a mystery to solve that's already complete.

I was really dissapointed in this one. There was so much potential to it too. I would recommend Secrets Can Kill, which is hard to
recommend because it's the first game, but there was some sort of mystery in that one at least, and it's set in a school. Treasure in
the Royal Tower is a fantastic game with the same sort of setting and feeling of Waverly Academy.. A good dlc for trout fishing
^^. "GTR Evolution", "Race 07", "GTR2" -- Just purchase the "SimBin Mega Bundle" to get these three core titles and more; on sale
up to 80% if you catch it but well worth full price IMHO. I own many Racing\/Driving Sims (Steam & Other) and though dated
these titles are still a must for all interested in pure racing & driving fun with as much challenge as you wish. Graphics are still
good, the physics produce a wonderful and realistic feel, there are plenty of settings to adjust to fine-tune your car to the specific
track you're running, decent AI, and the SP racing is pure enjoyment. The number of quality mods available for free DL is in the
many dozens, tracks and cars, enhancements and liveries, and as others have stated you are likely to spend months trying each and
every one since when you DL a new car you will try it at the dozens of circuits, fine tuning all of the many settings to better you
time.
Then there is MP -- and yes, there are still a few who race these titles. Join one of the several popular free Sim Racing groups with
Web sites that allow you to find others who set up and participate in racing online using these and other titles.
The bottom line is this bundle of SimBin titles is at a price low enough, the games\/sims considered a great starting point by most,
and will provide a tremendous quantity and quality of driving fun while helping you to perfect some of the basic abilities you will
need if you seek to delve further into Sim Racing. I have spent hundreds of hours with 'Race 07'\/'GTR Evolution' alone (non-
Steam versions). Also consider 'rFactor 2' as another core title as it has a tremendous number of mods and users, fantastic physics,
and more great driving fun. These titles work great with the Logitech G27 Steering Wheel \/Pedals\/Shifter set. -- a wheel & pedals
set is a must for the fullest realism, immersion, and thorough enjoyment of all such Sim Racing and driving titles. [Many different
brands of wheels\/pedals are available]
. Nice idea, absolutely terrible gameplay. The concept is simple and nice, but the game is unplayable and unerving so much the
game mechanics are bad.. Tabletop Gods is a strategy game that kicks your butt and inspires you to try harder. I lost every single
Arena match of the eight I played against a friend. Those defeats ranged from near victories to complete annihilations. But as my
understanding of the game improved with each round, I began utilizing new strategies in the hope of securing some kind of
advantage. While that didn’t really work (because I’m bad), I found Tabletop Gods to be complex, engaging, and tons of fun
despite my record of losses.

Full Review - https://virtualhaven.org/articles/2019/2/28/tabletop-gods-is-an-underplayed-indie-gem. Amazing lil game with a
great soundtrack. So satisfying to roll up everything in the world. Would not pay more than 10-15 for this though as it is very
short.. Fantatsic little strategy game for less than \u00a36. Its a smart but simple take on the Battle of Britain where you take on the
task of defending Britain from the Luftwaffe in 1940. The game is essentially in two parts, the strategic map where you purchase
and place factories, AA, airstrips, order planes and recruit pilots. You also direct you squadrons on sorties on this map in pausable
real time. But when a squadron meets an enemy squadron, the map swaps to a tactical view, where you can control planes by
"drawing " their flight route. As pilot become more expirienced they are more accurate and need less micromanaging (actually
performing better than I could if in direct control). You need to try and save your pilots as training takes time, and the loss of
experince can be devistatinging to your war effort, so the bail out button should be at your fingertips - just dont bail out over the
sea! If you do well, you get more cash to spend on replacing planes, and expanding your defences. If you let your cities get bombed
your income drops. Love the ability to edit the pilot names, which makes it sadder when they go down in flames (or even sadder
when they are bombed\/strafed when still on the runway!) Any bugs that may have existed once have been resolved, as far as I
could see, having just finished the short "Blitz" 10 day campaign. Ready to see if I can survive the 50 day one now.....
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Pingball is enjoyable, additive and polished - great fun for everyone and all for an unbelievable price. It's much better now that
there's a "casual" option as we found that "Easy" was a little too difficult for new players.. THIS SOFTWERE USED TO
WORK THEN IT UPDATED AND DOES NOT WORK ANYMORE! AND THE DEVS ARE ABOUT AS USEFULL AS A
WET TOWEL! AVOID, AVOID AT ALL COSTS COS IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG FOR YOU IT WILL NOT GET
SORTED AND THE DEVS WILL KEEP YOUR MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!. One of my favorite games of all time.. no help from
devs or on the forums! This game is bad and worst buy on steam i ever did!. Having participated in a couple of game jams
myself, I found this visual novel accurate and very entertaining. Don't expect a long game, but it's cute and fun. Well worth a
couple of bucks!. Battles of Norghan is a niche game, and one of my long-time favorites. I've played it off and on for most of a
decade and have far more hours into it than my Steam profile indicates. Even for when it was originally released over ten years
ago, the graphics and interface were already "retro," so in a way it's kind of timeless. However, the graphics may be off-putting
to some, and the UI requires a lot of getting used to. If you have the patience to get past those hindrances and the likely
frustration of your first couple forays into the tournaments, you will be rewarded with what in my opinion is the best fantasy
gladiator management simulation ever made. Yeah, I know . . . that isn't saying much. The fantasy gladiator management sim
genre is not well represented, much to my frustration, which is why this is a niche game.

The gameplay is essentially turn-based tactical combat with RPG elements. Each of your gladiators is its own character with
skills that improve with training and use. Between battles you can spend money to train them individually or as a group and also
upgrade their equipment. This would be greatly improved if there were an actual market with random equipment as opposed to
just a static list, but it still works.

What really sets this one apart is its league rankings and tournament structure, which works like a real sports sim. At the
beginning of each season a multitude of fighters become available for contract, and you and the opposing teams bid on them. It
can actually be overwhelming at first, not knowing what type of fighter might work best and how much to spend.

The game also keeps track of a multitude of stats, which is awesome, except that it also brings me to the one part of Battles of
Norghan I have always hated. There should not be a "Gold" version. It is just the same game only with a couple more options
between battles and some more detailed statistics. Obviously, these statistics are already tracked, and the options are
programmed into the base game. In my opinion, Mitorah Games should be ashamed of charging its customers a full 50% extra
just to access these features that should just have been included in the base game already. It's a somewhat disgusting move for a
developer, designed merely to milk more money out of those who already like and support your product, and I honestly can
hardly believe they have stuck to it even after finally getting the game published on Steam.

Still, despite that, I stand behind my support of this game, with hope that its niche eventually gets filled with new and even
better titles.. Bladed Fury is a 2D action sidescroller reminiscent of Vanillaware games.
There are a few puzzles but your main activity will be fighting hords of enemies and bosses. And fortunately, combat is
extremely fun!
The game is also really pretty, it looks even better in motion than in the screenshots.
The story is kind of whatever though.

Still, it's very much worth the asking price. A really fun game,. I like eschalon, but I can´t play it because the 800x600 screen
resolution.. If they don't fix it I can't recommend it. Port of Call is a short and semi emotinal game you can play and beat in
under 1\/2 an hour qurky graphics but none the less a good play. I have put in over an hour trying to master the controls, but they
are impossible.
It feels like this was developed as a sit down game and not room scale. You instinctively turn to line up with the ball and not
only does it not register this, but you are now not facing the \u2018forward\u2019 arrow, so all goes to pot.
I can\u2019t bring myself to join an online game as I am struggling to dribble the ball from the centre circle to the goal and
shoot with no other players on the pitch. I feel it would be too embarrassing.
This was such a huge disappointment as I was so looking forward to a game like this.
Needless to say I have requested a refund.
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